
PBP15 

About an hour into Paris Brest Paris 2015, I felt terrible. I started in the 84 hr Monday morning 

5:00 am “X” group and I blamed my nausea on the 3:30 am instant coffee with too little food at 

the hotel. I thought I was prepared for anything, but maybe this was just too much.  

Initially I had no intention of writing a PBP report, as I thought nothing much happened. Other 

than the pedaling, that is. It is only weeks later, now that the first reports have started dripping 

in, that my memory is jogged. An amazing amount really did happen, but it’s all merged and 

blurred; and it’s like trying to recall a dream. However, the PBP Ride Report genre calls. After 

all, it is four years until the next possibility.  

0.0    St QUENTIN-en-YVELINES  A beautiful dawn, mixed with the Vurps (not to be 

confused with the Sharts). I start with Steve G and Nick B among others.  

 
(5am Monday with the X group) 

140.0    MORTAGNE   I was queasy at the start but at first stop I down two jambon baguettes 

and a coke in record time. I never drink coke, but I’ve learnt to let my stomach make these sorts 

of decisions on long rides. It works for me and it’s always interesting to see what my stomach 

decides that my body needs.  



220.0    VILLAINES-la-JUHEL 

I’m riding with Steve G. Proven in his ability to get me home in a 1200 at PAP, I have 

employed his services again and we stay together the whole way. We have taken the 

alphabetically logical step to do PBP. We hook up with Andrew T who we also rode briefly 

with in PAP. My brief exchange with him about the Bledisloe Cup is met by a blank stare, re-

establishing his Victorian background. Unlike us, Andrew has a plan. He has promised his wife 

that this ride is the last one (yeah, right).  I suspect that has allowed him to make his luxury 

hotel bookings along the way. He’s cagey about their exact location after I enquire about the 

available floor space, and I am thinking there may be French masseuses involved. Towards the 

end of the day he slips away…  

A historical interlude: 

This is the 18
th
 Edition of the Paris-Brest-Paris, but the first was in 1891. 

 

Charles Terront won in a time of 71hr 27min from a field of 206 starters. Only 98 finished, but 

this was before they had the 90 hr cut-off. Only two riders finished within 90 hours. Applying 

today’s rules, that’s less than a 1% success rate in 1891.  

Note the crucifix in the field. These are still protecting the cornfields of Brittainy. 



Australia has a long tradition at PBP. Back in 1931, Huppert Ferdinand Opperman won the 5
th

  

Edition in 49h 23m. He considered it his greatest victory and until his death he was the patron 

to Audax Australia. 

 
(allez Oppy!) 

About 6000 people did this year’s 1230 km PBP ride, which means a lot of ink gets spilt . 

 



309.0  FOUGERES   At this stage for us it’s either 3
rd

 breakfast or 2
nd

 lunch.  I lay my bike on 

the ground, refill my bidons, and place them beside my bike so as not to spill them. 

Breakfast/lunch is great; the buying power of the Euro is more than 10 times greater than in 

Paris. We take off. I leave my bidons on the grass.  

We enter a countryside that starts to have bilingual traffic signs, in French & Breton. 

 
(the popular Théodore Botrel, the Breton bard, is on the water towers) 

363.0  TINTENIAC   National flags line the entry.  

 



When we arrive at the door to the checkpoint, there is a three deep crowd scrum around a bike. 

It’s a nice Canyon, but then I realize it is the leader’s bike, on the way back from Brest. 

Remarkable; he started 13 hours ahead of us, but is already 504 km in front.  

448.0  LOUDEAC  This is the OZ bag drop, so it’s where we planned our first sleep stop. The 

restaurant is an eye-opener.  It is a total zombie-land. I think we have caught the tail-end of “the 

bulge”. We have run into the people who, for whatever reason, are finding it tough.  They have 

started in the 90 group and have been on the road for up to an extra 16 hours to us, so it’s a bit 

like looking into the future. We are feeling fresh and chirpy, but the future looks pretty bleak. 

 

I grab a beer and we share a table with some English guy who was desperate to talk in an 

attempt to convince us, himself, and the world that he is OK. He’s not. He says to Steve “Your 

breathing is shallow, are you OK?” And then he suddenly passes out! I’ve seen MASH and 

want to scream “Medic!”, but over half of the people in the room are unconscious. What do you 

do?  It is surreal, but it’s early days yet and this will soon be normal. 

 



The >100 years of experience does count for something, and I’m very impressed by the vollies 

and their “system” of bed allocation/ alarm calls for such a huge turnover.  But, after a shower 

and being given a crappy paper blanket, I realize that it’s just a bit too cold to actually sleep. So 

here I should reveal my “condition”. My immune system seems to have gone off the scale and I 

am apparently allergic to everything. I sneeze apocalyptically and continuously, clearing the 

beds around me, until I get up and wander around. Lots of people and bikes; the PBP world 

does not sleep.  Have a look at this little beauty, a Ti triple: 

 
(three Germans; are they Kraftwerk on their way to the next gig?) 

What a sensational bike! I want to get five of these for an attempt on the Oppy record. I’m 

actually surprised to see this one stopped. It gave the impression that it was stocked to go for 

days without refueling, with 9 (nine!) bidons. 

526.0  CARHAIX-PLOUGUER  This is a total blank. It may come back. I remember the 

“Roc” and saw Dave M & George R passing down on the way up; or going up as we were 

passing down. Here they are at the start  



 
(George R & Dave M at the start) 

614   BREST   Coming into Brest you have to stop for The Bridge. Everyone takes a photo. 

Here’s my unique impression:  

 
(possibly the most photographed bridge by cyclists in the world) 

698.0  CARHAIX-PLOUGUER  I think this is where we had the “wheel-sucker incident”. 

Sean M put in an absolutely massive pull for the rest of us in a long string of wheel-suckers. 

The PBP route avoids major roads, but in this case we suddenly cross one that had limited 

vision and a truck bearing down from the left. I skidded and screamed STOP! feeling a) my 

back wheel lift off the ground, b) the wind of the passing truck, and c) the screams & skids of 

the bikes behind.  



We let Sean go and pushed on with our own string of followers. After a while, it is clear we are 

the only ones doing turns, so I drift back to see what’s happening. Only I’m not drifting back, 

I’m just opening a gap to Steve. There are two riders behind that I wave around. But they don’t 

want to. So I slow down some more. “Come on, come on,” I hear them urging from behind. I’ve 

now slowed almost to a stop and they still won’t come around. Interesting. I ride back up to 

Steve and they’re right behind. Steve & I stop, pulling into a side-road. The two followers pass, 

but keep looking behind. We start again and then two riders in front pull into a side-road. I’m 

wondering if this really happening??? I give them my best “raised eye-brow” look as we pass. 

Those familiar with my eye-brows will realize how intimidating this can be and it seems to 

work; they stopped following. 

734.0  St NICOLAS-du-PELEM  

We stop for a sausage crepe. Steve 

is vegetarian so I guess this was my 

call. Tucking into some local and 

totally unique offal (it was just a 

sausage), we notice Alison Mc & 

Wayne H on the other side of the 

road. They are the PAP organizer 

legends and were looking good. It’s 

such a small world in Brittainy.    

780.0  LOUDEAC  Back to the 

bag-drop and again I’m regretting 

again that I didn’t pack the warm 

jacket I planned to. Nick B, Andy 

R, David C are there and are up for 

some local “Cyder”, beer and more 

sausage crepes. Sounds strange, but 

sausage crepe ticks the box.  

St Méen le Grand: Time for 2
nd

 breakfast and another Crepe. (Steve above with an egg-crepe) 

865   TINTENIAC   Here a French rider who spoke no English was anxious to talk. He was 

from Arras and had seen Steve’s PAP jersey. He didn’t mention Perth, but he said he knew all 

about Albany. It was the place that the Australian soldiers came from in WWI.  How many 

Australians know this? 



Just after a huge bike sculpture after a crossing river, an ambulance passes us. Near the top of 

the next hill, a German rider is on foot, directing traffic. On the ground is a cyclist getting 

loaded on a stretcher, and the guy directing the traffic pats his heart.  

Soon after, we see a guy pop out of a side road and he slots in behind us. OK…. But it’s not a 

wheel-sucker. After a while he comes alongside – “Hi Mark!”  It’s Vaughan K. He’s had a Kip 

in a cornfield, and he’s not sure how long he’s slept. There’s elapsed, wall, real, 24 hour and 

Brisbane time to consider, but it becomes all too difficult to do the calculation. Vaughan is 

convinced he is on the brink of not making the next control and swooosh, he’s ridden off the 

front, and becomes a distant dot on the horizon.   

 
(Vaughan K at the start) 

919  FOUGERES  Just before here, there is a guy looking frantic on the side of the road, 

throwing things out of his saddle bag. It’s Andrew T and he’s snapped his chain. Does he have a 

chain tool? Check. Does he have some spare links? Check. Does he have spare chain pins? 

Check. Does he have a pair of pliers to break off the chain pin? No. A huge Swede rider stops 

and has it all in hand and a spectator’s son is sent home to get “that tool thing that looks like 

scissors .. “. In the meantime we give an elliptigo a Mexican wave as he goes by. The people 

riding these things are not having a good time, and he not amused. The kid is back on his 

dragster with the pliers; and snap, Andrew is good to go.    

Every town put out signs encouraging their local riders: 



 
(bravo Yvon! Bon courage!) 

Some people are digging deep. The spectators are 50% duty bound, 30% morbid fascination, 

10% horror and 10% alcohol. There are bodies are everywhere: 

 
(the death march continues) 

1008   VILLAINES-la-JUHEL  PBP party town. You can tell these guys spend every four 

years waiting and dreaming of the next PBP. This is a town committed to the ride. From the MC 

blasting out excited French commentary, the school kids circling with Breton songs, the crowds 

leaning over the fences for high-5s; you really know that you are part of an event. 



I like this: segregation of the riders (to the left, no queue) from the mere public (to the right, 

long queue) in the entry to the restaurant hall. Children carry your trays to the tables.  

 
(finally I get to use a VIP queue) 

Mamers: The local cycle club have taken over the town square, and they have set up a tent, 

tables, hot soup and a crepe BBQ. Awesome work. They look at us and say: we have beds. Yes 

please. They pull out the clip-board and we sign on for an hour. The local town hall has actual 

stretcher beds with actual blankets and pillows. Best sleep the whole ride, if only for one hour.   

 
(Mamers town square) 

1089.0   MORTAGNE-au-PERCHE   At this control we find Vaughan sitting with his head 

supported by an elbow on the table. He looks like he’s looking out the window, but he is 

actually in a very, very deep sleep.  We sit down and join him for dinner, or whatever the meal 



is called after 2 am. Pass the salt, please Vaughan. Vaughan? Vaughan is not keeping up with 

his side of the dinner conversation.  

Sleep is necessary. Cold concrete floor, bright fluorescent lights. My biggest regret of the ride is 

to waste time here trying to sleep, when we could have been back sleeping at the luxurious 

Mamers Cycle Club resort. We come in feeling poor and go out feeling worse. 

 
(recovery tactics at Mortagne: legs raised; or baked-potato?) 

It’s raining and a couple of hours later, the crunch for me has come and I hit the wall. Body says 

no. I glide gracefully to a stop in the middle of nowhere in front of two PBP spectators: a 

middle-aged women and I’m guessing her father. I can see the shock on their faces. My mind is 

on autopilot but I realize that I must look as bad as I feel. Their faces say: this is not in the 

script; you ride past, we clap & cheer, you don’t stop & die.  “French, french, french, french…”  

I look at them and they look at me. “French, frènch, french.. ” I employ the universal language 

and groan and lower my head to the bars.  Grandpa, short with a beret and overcoat, steps 

forward and says, “C’est dure monsieur” and miraculously, after 40 years, my one year of high 

school French finally pays off. Because I know exactly what he means: “It’s tough”.  Oui 

monsieur, c’est très dure.  

Dure, Endure, Endurance. We’ve figgered it out. I look at the woman, she holds up a finger and 

bounds over to the table to get a chocolate straw that she pushes into my mouth. Steve looks at 

me, looks at her and looks at the chocolate; but it’s too late, he hasn’t played the pathetic card. 

It’s “Bonne chance!” and we are away; after all, we have a ride to finish. It can be the smallest 

thing that makes the difference. 

1166.0  DREUX  There were lots of Australians at this stop, lots of food, and an actual Paris 

Brest pastry on offer. Sure, this is the place where someone pinched Steve’s 810 Garmin 

(bastards), but leaving here the mood changes dramatically. We are the lucky few, we are living 



the dream, we are in actual France, we are riding the PBP and we have time in hand. We feel no 

pain. And we want this feeling to last forever.  

1230.0   Vélodrome   But finish we do. And then there is the moment when you have to give up 

your brevet. And then there is the moment that you have that first beer. 

 
(Andy R & Nick B: cheers guys, all-time greatest Audax pic from Sarah C) 

We get a ticket for a free meal. The line for the meal is long, the line for the beer is short. Might 

as well get a beer in until the meal line gets shorter. We do this a few times and then realize that 

we don’t really need yet another pasta meal (stomach says no) and we ride to the nearest pub for 

pizza. 

The aftermath: 

79:28 finishing time, I’m happy with that. I seemed to have come off better than PAP; no 

Achilles heel issues, just the usual ulnar nerve finger numbness.  But then the true cost of the 

ride becomes apparent when I realize that I can’t do a Vulcan salute with my left hand. This too 

will pass. 

I lost both water bottles, lost both pairs of sunglasses, forgot to take my rain jacket and warm 

jacket. And also forgot to wear my two-sizes-too-small Australian PBP jersey at the end to 

swap. Lessons learnt, that last one really hurt. 



I am eating the pizza when I hear behind me an American accent “Darn, that’s a nice blue”. I 

am up on my feet in an instant because I know exactly what he’s talking about. To the 

bemusement of his wife standing next to him, she watches as I to hug him while struggling to 

get my jersey off, saying, “Yes, yes, let’s do it!”  I didn’t get his name, but there is a DC 

Randonneur who now has a 2009 Cycle Queensland jersey in his collection. My PBP 

experience is complete. 

Some Stats: (http://shprung.com/pbp/) 

A great visualization of the ride as it happened. 

https://vimeo.com/137970979 

Overall for 2015:  Started 5820; finished 4750; hors délai (OTL) 173; abandoned 1077; 

success rate: 78.5 %      Australia: 81 starters, 77.8 % finished. 

Groups of ~300 bikes started at 15 min intervals. 

80 hr groups A-E; started from 4:00 pm Sunday. 

90 hr groups F-T (minus letters I, O, Q) started from 5:15 pm Sunday. 

84 hr groups W-Z started from 5:00 am Monday.  

F, W = specials: tandems, trikes, recumbents, elliptigos, etc 

There was a big difference between the most and least successful groups: 

Most finishers (92.4%): X (1
st
 of the 84 hr groups)  

Least finishers (68.5%): S (2
nd

 last of the 90 hr groups). 

Nicely done my fellow group Xers. Live long and prosper! 

http://shprung.com/pbp/
https://vimeo.com/137970979

